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The ability of mobile robots to sense, interpret and map their environments in human terms is decisive
for their applicability to everyday activities hereafter. Bearing this view in mind, we present here, for the
ﬁrst time, an integrated framework that aims: (i) to introduce a semantic mapping method and (ii) to use
this semantic map, as a means to provide a hierarchical navigation solution. The semantic map is formed
in a bottom-up fashion, along the robot's course, relying on the conceptual space quantization, the time
proximity and the spatial coherence integrated into the labeled sparse topological map. A novel timeevolving augmented navigation graph determines the semantic topology of the explored environment and
the connectivity among the recognized places expressed by the inter-place transition probability. The
robot navigation part is addressed through an interface that facilitates human robot interaction. High
level orders are passed to the robots and unfolded recursively, in a top-down fashion, into local navigation data. The performance of the proposed framework was evaluated on long range real world data
and exhibited remarkable results.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For mobile robots to be able to enter the market in the near future,
they should include the capacity to produce meaningful internal
perceptual representations of their own environment, making them
able to cope with a range of real-life situations and tasks. In response
to this challenge, coordinated research efforts to build cognitive robots
to competently perceive and understand their surroundings along
with cooperation with humans are underway. In particular, as far as
mapping and navigation are concerned, robots should comprehend
human concepts about places, to skillfully operate in human environments. With this point of view, semantic mapping comprises an
active research topic, in which substantial progress has been reported
in recent years (Kostavelis and Gasteratos, 2015, 2013; Girdhar et al.,
2013). A semantic map is an augmented representation of the robot's
environment that – supplementary to the geometrical knowledge –
encapsulates characteristics compatible with human conception. Such
characteristics might be an abstraction of the explored space, recognition of diverse places, objects or shapes and even a sense of the
vicinity of the examined spots (Kostavelis and Gasteratos, 2015).
n
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In fact, a semantic map can be more efﬁcient when it is built upon a
consistent geometrical one. Therefore, the evolvement of semantic
mapping, one might say, is grounded on the prior advancements in
simultaneously localization and mapping (SLAM), as described in Filliat
and Meyer (2003), Meyer and Filliat (2003), and Thrun et al. (2005).
Although SLAM methods are capable of modeling the explored
environment with great accuracy, precisely driving robots into
speciﬁc target positions, they lack the higher level comprehension
that would allow them to push the human–robot interaction forward as dictated in Galindo et al. (2008) and Zender et al. (2008).
Towards this end, the proposed work is oriented towards
forming consistent bottom-up multilayered semantic maps and
exploiting them in hierarchical top-down robot navigation.
Therefore, the main contributions of this work are expanded both
in the semantic mapping and robot navigation axes, capitalizing
on attributes which are described in the following section:
The semantic mapping embraces:

 A topometric mapping framework is introduced, where the


explored environment is expressed as a geometrical representation, and abstracted as a topological map.
A place classiﬁcation method, relying on histogram based
representations of the places to be memorized ﬁrstly presented
in Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013) but also described here
shortly for the sake of completeness.
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 An unsupervised place partitioning, which ﬁrstly involves a



segmentation of the environment into distinguishable annotated places, forming a labeled sparse topological map (LSTM)
and, secondly, models the transitions among the places on the
map using the ﬁrst order Markov Model.
A conceptual representation of the detected places is introduced
herein for the ﬁrst time and expressed as an augmented navigation graph (ANG).
The robot navigation takes advantage of:

 A graph traversing strategy of the ANG, enabling transmission of



high level commands to the robot, so as to move from one
memorized place to another, such as “go to the living room”.
A global navigation methodology, utilizing the formed LSTM as
global path planner, the nodes of which act as landmarks the
robot should closely follow.
Local navigation routines that employ the nodes in the topometric map and recall 3D point clouds to construct 2D occupancy grids for the robot to reach the target location, discussed
in Dayoub et al. (2013) but integrated here with ANG and LSTM.

It should be noted that apart from the place classiﬁcation, which
has been proposed in Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013), the rest of
the functional modules mentioned above are novel or utilized in
an integrated framework, for the ﬁrst time, to work as part of a
system. An overview of this work is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
propose an integrated system, which provides effective solutions
for semantic mapping and knowledge-based robot navigation.
During the formation of the semantic map, the sole prior knowledge this system employs is a learned visual vocabulary of abstract
representations of the possible place categories the robot may visit
while wandering around. Along the robot's itinerary, a 3D map of
the explored environment is constructed, which is abstracted as a
topological map. Simultaneously, the LSTM is built by partitioning
the robot's surroundings into places according to their spatiotemporal relations and labels. Considering the temporal proximity a
ﬁrst order Markov model is progressively unfolded and grouped,
in proportion to places already learned. The Markov model
conducts the formation of the ANG, which expresses the abstraction of the places learned, as well as the transition probability
among them. In a nutshell, the proposed multilayered semantic

map encompasses spatiotemporal and semantic attributes by
seamlessly integrating the low level topometric maps into the
LSTM and then into the high level ANG. The constructed semantic
map (represented as LSTM and ANG) enables the user to give high
level commands, in order to redirect the robot from one mapped
place to another. The execution of this action is treated hierarchically ﬁrstly by employing a graph traversing algorithm operating
on the ANG and detecting the sequence of the places the robot
should progressively follow. Subsequently, the respective vertices
on the LSTM are triggered to provoke the recall mechanism to
actuate the nodes on the topometric map. These nodes evoke the
respective 3D point clouds to form a 2D occupancy grid, thus
facilitating the robot's local navigation. Notwithstanding that
human machine interaction (HMI) is out of the scope of this paper,
with a view to establish a basic liaison between humans and
robots, a dynamically evolved graphical user interphase (GUI) has
also been developed.

2. Related work
A consistent geometrical map constitutes the cornerstone for
an efﬁcient semantic map. However, it should be mentioned that
the semantic learning of visual concepts has also been widely used
in the image retrieval ﬁeld providing (Li et al., 2013) a signiﬁcant
assistance in the area of semantic mapping for robots. Progress
would not be possible in the area of semantic mapping, without
prior advancement in SLAM. Essentially, SLAM provides solutions
to the problem according to which, a mobile robot located at any
unknown spot in an unexplored environment incrementally builds
a consistent metric map, while simultaneously determines its
location within this environment map (Thrun et al., 2005). Various
research attempts successfully provided remarkable solutions to
this problem and an analytical summary is presented in a two-part
review paper (Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006; Bailey and Durrant-Whyte, 2006). Several semantic mapping approaches ﬁnd
their roots in SLAM as, except for the knowledge-based characteristics for mapping and navigation, they also embrace geometrical ones, both for indoors and outdoors scenarios. Speaking
of indoors scenarios, an attempt to construct a taxonomy of the
existing semantic mapping methods results in two categories,
according to the scale the geometrical map is expanded to, namely

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed semantic mapping and navigation method.
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the single scene maps and the large-scale ones (Kostavelis and
Gasteratos, 2015). The ﬁrst class gathers those methods where
reasoning about an instance frame is done with respect to a local
coordinate system and, moreover, conceptual attributes about the
observed objects in the scene are also provided. An early work is
described in Nielsen et al. (2004), where the authors approximate
the semantic mapping as an interface between robots and
humans. They introduce a single-frame snapshot application as a
way to grab real-world pictures and store them with the aim to
augment a metric map. In particular the map advancement is
accomplished by means of icons or symbols, thus adding signiﬁcance to places and objects of interest. In a more recent work
(Trevor et al., 2015) a single scene point cloud segmentation utilizing connected components through RGB-D1 data has been
introduced. Firstly a planar segmentation step is performed on the
point cloud data to distinguish the dominant planes in the scene.
Then an L22 norm based clustering and a connected component
labeling mask are applied on the color image, in order to detect
objects on a tabletop. On the other hand, large-scale approaches
progressively construct a metric map, with respect to a global
coordinate system, which is simultaneously annotated with highlevel features, such as object types, place labels and shape interpretation. A generic pipeline for indoor data processing and
semantic information extraction based on 3D point clouds is
described in Tamas and Goron (2014). The authors in Blodow et al.
(2011) exploited progressively acquired laser scans merged with a
2D-3D registration routine to form the metric map. In further
detail, 3D laser data have been exploited, ﬁrstly to extract geometrical information about the planes in kitchen environments
and secondly to infer the object labels within the organized point
clouds. Segmentation techniques are applied to generate initial
hypotheses about the signiﬁcance of objects, such as furniture
drawers and doors. The authors in Rusu et al. (2009) and Rusu
et al. (2008) augmented the geometrical map by processing large
input datasets and extracting relevant objects. The objects modeled are the ones found in a kitchen environment, for instance
kitchen appliances, cupboards, tables, and drawers, all having a
speciﬁc signiﬁcance for a domestic robot. In Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013) an novel appearance-based approach was introduced, with the aim to address the place classiﬁcation issue.
Another RGB-D based method (Günther et al., 2015) adopted the
SLAM6D toolkit (Nüchter et al., 2007) to register the subordinate
point clouds into a consistent full-scene map. The authors in that
work introduced an RGB-D based system capable of reconstructing
surfaces in the point clouds, detecting different types of furniture
and then estimating their poses. The result is a consistent mesh
representation of the environment enriched by CAD3 models corresponding to the detected pieces of furniture.
A primitive intention of the semantic mapping methods is to
express the surroundings in terms of signiﬁcance to humans.
Indeed, such methods take advantage of the research efforts made
in the area of place and object recognition and categorization
(Linde and Lindeberg, 2004; Ullah et al., 2008). The authors in
Pronobis et al. (2006) proposed a discriminative approach for
place recognition based on visual information. A global descriptor
operating directly on the robot acquired images assisted by a
support vector machine (SVM) to produce appearance based
interpretations. This method was embodied on a robot platform
and tested for indoors place recognition scenarios, yielding notable results. Towards the same end, the authors in Pronobis et al.
(2010a) combined an incremental extension of SVMs with a
1
2
3

RGB-D stands for red green blue and depth.
L2 stands for the Euclidean distance.
CAD stands for computer aided design.
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method that reduces the number of support vectors needed to
build the decision function and without any loss in performance.
Moreover, in Cadena et al. (2012) a stereo vision place recognition
algorithm is presented which considers both appearance and
geometrical information of points of interest in the images.
Emphasis is given in the loop closure veriﬁcation, which is
addressed by comparing conditional random ﬁelds. Additionally, in
Fazl-Ersi and Tsotsos (2012) histograms of oriented uniform patterns
were utilized, providing strong discriminative capacities facilitating the solution of the place recognition problem. Moreover, the
authors in Milford (2013) proved that the place recognition capabilities of a robot increase when long matching sequences are
utilized instead of short ones. Additionally, it is explained how the
accuracy of place recognition is affected by the quality of the
acquired images.
Object recognition is another very common attribute of the
semantic mapping methods. One straightforward technique
implemented in Ekvall et al. (2006), was targeted at building a
robot that localizes its position in a metric map, recognizes objects
on its travel and assigns them accordingly on the map. In a more
sophisticated approach (Meger et al., 2008), the authors developed
an object recognition algorithm supported by a saliency attentional model. More precisely, in order to perform successful
recognition in a real world scenario, they combined peripheralfoveal vision system, a bottom-up visual saliency with structure
from stereo and metric mapping. A SIFT-based object recognition
system was adopted, while a stereo camera was used to recognize
the object and to obtain its coordinates on the metric map. In
Ranganathan and Dellaert (2007) a model for place recognition
using objects as the basic unit of representation was adopted.
Stereo range data were used to compute the 3D locations of the
objects, while the Swendsen–Wang algorithm, a Markov chain
Monte Carlo cluster method, was adopted to solve the correspondence problem between image features and objects. In Nüchter
and Hertzberg (2008) a similar algorithm based on the place
geometry and the object information was presented. In particular,
a laser scanner mounted on a mobile robot enables the acquisition
of dense point clouds, which are then partitioned and annotated
with semantic labels using object recognition techniques. Additionally, the authors in Anand et al. (2013) introduced a method
that detects and recognizes objects in 3D point clouds of indoor
scenes. This method utilizes various features and contextual relations, obtained from dense point clouds to train a maximummargin algorithm capable of distinguishing multiple classes of
objects with remarkable accuracy.
There is also a sufﬁcient number of applications that exploit not
only one, but multiple cues to draw semantic conclusions. These
methods might either combine different modalities to apprehend
the robot's surroundings or exploit multiple perception facets
deriving from the same sensory input to deduce observed scenes.
The occurrence frequencies for visual place and object recognition
are utilized in Viswanathan et al. (2009) and Aydemirn et al.
(2011), in order to construct a spatial-semantic model. The authors
in Ko et al. (2015) constructed consistent semantic maps exploiting
place categorization accompanied by object matching techniques.
Geometrical information is also employed to augment the spatial
relationships among the detected objects. In more sophisticated
works such as those reported in Pronobis and Jensfelt (2011, 2012)
the authors utilize multiple sensors to deduce about different
features of the scene. For example place and object recognition is
performed through vision, while the shapes of the rooms are
extracted by utilizing laser scanners. All these retained concepts
are fused under generalized SVM models to produce probabilistic
inferences concerning the explored areas.
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3. Building the semantic map
3.1. Place memorization and recall
The place memorization method refers to the one developed
and thoroughly discussed in Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013),
which provides an effective solution to the place classiﬁcation
(recognition and categorization) problem. The place recognition
method is deployed in two phases: the ﬁrst one being executed
off-line, whereas the second one on-line.
During the off-line phase, a visual vocabulary is constructed
and the SVM models have their parameters optimized via training.
In particular, a labeled sequence of images is considered,
describing speciﬁc type of facilities relative to the ones the robot
will come across when it is in normal operation. The scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) is applied on each
single image of the sequence and the detected feature points are
concatenated in a framewise manner. This comprises a bag-offeatures (BoF) model also denoted as bag of visual words (Csurka et
al., 2004), which is motivated by the bag of words model assessed
in information retrieval to describe a document by its written
content. Accordingly, the BoF describes a scene by its pictorial
content, thus it retains a substantial description of the entire
feature space to be memorized. The feature space S is then clustered by the Neural Gas algorithm (Martinetz et al., 1991) and the
collection of the quantization centers constitute the visual vocabulary, which provides a satisfactory representation of the BoF.
The visual words are then utilized to create an appearance based
histogram for each image of the sequence. Speciﬁcally, given the
detected features we form a representative consistency histogram
hSk A RNQ for each image k ¼ 1; 2; …; M over the NQ visual words.
The L2 norm between the detected features and the visual words is
calculated and the representative histogram is formed by
increasing the corresponding bin by one, according to the smaller
distance. All the computed histograms, labeled accordingly, are
utilized as training samples for the SVM classiﬁers, trained following the one-versus-all strategy. Consequently, the number of
SVM classiﬁers needed in order to employ the aforementioned
strategy becomes NC, which equals the number of classes. Each
SVM classiﬁer derives a separation hyperplane between a class Cj
and the remaining ones, labeled as “1” and “  1”, respectively. This
scheme derives the following NC separating functions:
j

g j ðhst Þ ¼

N sv
X
k¼1

λjk yjk Kðhsk ; hst Þ þ bj ;

j ¼ 1; 2; …; N C

ð1Þ

where λkj are the Lagrange multipliers, ykj the labels of the training
samples, Kð; Þ the kernel product of the training samples and the
testing one, bj the bias term and N jsv the number of support vectors
of the corresponding class j. The main advantage of Neural Gas is
that its update scheme is a global one and, consequently, local

minimum solutions are avoided. Although this solution increases
the computational burden of our system, this algorithm is utilized
only once during the off-line phase to produce the representative
visual vocabulary from the BoF.
During the on-line phase which is the construction of the
semantic map, the system makes inferences about the places lately
visited, by retaining the visual vocabulary and the trained SVM
models, as they produced during the off-line memorization phase.
Particularly, as the robot explores an unknown environment, each
frame st at time t is converted into an appearance based histogram
hst utilizing the pre-computed visual vocabulary. Then, the SVM
models g j ðÞ are queried with each histogram and the selection of
the current class is performed relying on the maximum marginal
distance of the hyperplane (Chang and Lin, 2011), i.e. maxfg 1 ðhst Þ;
g 2 ðhst Þ; …; g NC ðhst Þg; j ¼ 1; 2; …; N C . The utilized methodology is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the off-line memorization and the online inference mode are highlighted.
Since the developed methodology is applicable to indoors,
especially university environments, the utilized database concerns
corresponding types of localities only, such as “corridors”,
“laboratories”, “meeting-rooms”, “ofﬁces”, etc. This might be a
limitation for the proposed method, considering that the system
will not be able to distinguish a new location, unless it is trained
for it. However, this disadvantage can turn to an advantage elsewhere, since the proposed system is capable of generalizing and
inferring on similar facilities for which it possesses no prior
knowledge. This is due to the fact that each frame is transformed
into an appearance based representation that holds great separability capacities, which assists the unsupervised place clustering
procedure.
3.2. Metric and topological mapping
During the robot's roaming in an unexplored environment a
SLAM algorithm is executed, employing an RGB-D sensor only. The
SLAM procedure employs the robot's incremental motion estimations and the registration of the computed transformations on the
3D point clouds with reference to a global coordinate system. The
motion estimation among the successive frames is performed by
3D feature tracking, with matches being ﬁltered by means of an
outlier detection procedure (Kostavelis et al., 2013). The rigid body
transformation between the consecutive time instances is solved
by singular value decomposition (SVD). This transformation is
applied on the respective 3D point clouds, resulting in a wellshaped 3D map. With the view to revise the 3D map to a more
consistent representation, a random sample consensus (RANSAC)
plane detection step is applied, which detects the dominant planes
among the consecutive point clouds. The points that belong to
detected planes are matched using the iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm providing a more solid artwork, similar to the method

Fig. 2. The upper ﬁgure describes the off-line memorization procedure, while the lower ﬁgure depicts the on-line procedure that operates in each frame acquired by the
robot along the normal operation. The inference mode involves the formation of the appearance based histograms using the pre-computed vocabulary and the L2 norm for
the SVM classiﬁcation.
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described in Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013). The output of the
3D SLAM algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The aforementioned metric map can be abstracted by a topological map, i.e. a graph GTM ¼ ðV TM ; ETM Þ, where V TM ; ETM is the set
of vertices and edges, respectively. The vertices of this graph bear
both semantic and geometrical attributes. Each vertex is added on
the topological map on the condition that a minimum distance T δ
has been covered. With the view to accomplish this constraint, the
robot's location ðxr ; yr Þ is estimated in each step and a new
vertex is added to the topological graph iff 8 vi A V TM :
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
ðxr  xvi Þ2 þ ðyr  yvi Þ2 4 T δ , such as V TM ¼ V TM [ fv j V TM j þ 1 g and
0

ETM ¼ ETM [ fe j V TM j ;j V TM j þ 1 g. That is, the current position of the
robot and the last created node should not exceed a speciﬁc distance T δ ¼ 1 m, which is empirically estimated in this work and
measured on the metric map. Moreover, each node of the topological map is registered with a speciﬁc point cloud which is
centered around this vertex with respect to the global pose of the
robot. This point cloud is utilized to facilitate the robot's local
navigation (see Section 4.2). Additionally, each vertex on the
topological map bears a speciﬁc label tagging the category the
place currently being visited belongs to. This is achieved by setting
forth queries to the SVM-based place recognition algorithm about
the area observed by the robot. The place label is also considered
during the global navigation of the robot. Therefore, for each node
on the topological map, the respective point cloud and the place
category are stored. An example of this topometric (topological
and metric) map with the respective semantic information is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
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3.3. Unsupervised place partitioning
On top of the topological map we have introduced the LSTM,
which models both the spatial and temporal information, so as to
pave the way for the semantic interpretation of the explored area.
This layer utilizes the memorized visual vocabulary and the robot's
pose to express the environment as an abstract representation,
supporting two functionalities: (i) to partition the places visited
according to their category label and (ii) to exploit their temporal
proximity, resulting from the robot's motion, to conceptualize the
physical constraints of the environment. Particularly, during the
robot's motion, the places are notionally divided into classes
without strict spatial boundaries and the transitions among the
characterized classes are modeled via their temporal proximity.
This layer operates as an intermediate communication channel
between humans and robots, so that robots can eventually comprehend high level commands from humans. Following the
architecture described in Fig. 1, this module evolves simultaneously with the metric and topological layers and is described in
more detail in the rest of this section.
3.3.1. Labeled sparse topological map
The LSTM is exposed to the successive frames and memorizes a
subset of the appearance based histograms up to the end of the
robot's itinerary. The subset of such histograms, eventually added
to the LSTM, corresponds to the vertices of this map retaining both
geometrical and semantic information. Consequently, a weighted,
undirected and symmetric graph GLSTM ¼ ðV LSTM ; ELSTM Þ is formed,
where an edge eij A ELSTM connecting two nodes vi ; vj A V LSTM is
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
computed via eij ¼ ðxvi xvj Þ2 þ ðyvi  yvj Þ2 . The procedure of

Fig. 3. The 3D metric map of the explored environment, which corresponds to the 2nd ﬂoor of the Democritus University of Thrace, Department of Production and
Management Engineering. Note that a voxel grid ﬁltering has been applied on the merged point clouds in order to discard duplicated points. It is worth noting that the
resolution of the 3D map of the explored environment is less than 1 cm.

Fig. 4. The topological and metric (topometric) map of the perceived environment. The topological map represents the world as a globally consistent graph. Each graph
vertex bears a speciﬁc place label according to the inference of the SVM models. Additionally, each node is centered on the occupancy grid constructed using 3D point clouds.
These are recalled during the local robot navigation.
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adding a new node, i.e. V LSTM ¼ V LSTM [ fv j V LSTM j þ 1 g is governed by
two criteria, both of which have to be met, as follows:

 The extracted histogram hS A RN , corresponding to the frame

how the LSTM is decomposed into multiple interconnected subgraphs, each of which describes a distinguishable place in the
explored environment and exhibiting excessive spatial coherence.

Q

t



at time t, is checked against hSvi of existing nodes, i.e. L2 ðhSt ;
hSvi Þ 8 vi A V LSTM and taken as different in case the respective L2
norm is found greater than a predeﬁned threshold TLSTM. In this
case hSt is marked as a candidate to be retained by LSTM as a
new vertex v j V j þ 1 otherwise, it is ignored.
A voting procedure of the SVM models g j ðÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; …; NC
(described in Section 3.1) endorsing the place label. The w
neighbors of the hSt participate in a majority vote process with
aim to assist the inference about the place label of the new
candidate. This constraint exploits the time proximity of the
successive frames during the robot's exploration and boosts
conﬁdence in the place categorization, as follows:

o
t þ w=2
NC n
max
max g j ðhSi Þ
ð2Þ
i ¼ t  w=2

j¼1

LSTM

3.3.2. Markov model based place transitioning
The propagation of the temporal information presented in this
section aims to retrieve the existing relationships among the VLSTM
nodes of the GLSTM graph. It requires the assumption that given a
frame at time t, having a histogram hSt from a class Ci, the following one hSt þ 1 can be equiprobably assorted to any class
C j ; j ¼ 1; 2; …; N C . It therefore forms the stepping stone in ﬁnding
and quantifying the temporal proximity among places. A wellknown approach to describe the underlying class dependence
among the VLSTM nodes is the Markov chain rule. For a given
sequence of states (in this case the set of states being
Ω ¼ fvLSTM
; vLSTM
; …; vLSTM
g) the ﬁrst order Markov model pre1
2
j V LSTM j
sumes that:




LSTM
LSTM
¼ P vLSTM
j vLSTM
j vLSTM
P vLSTM
it
it  1 ; vit  2 ; …; vi1
it
it  1

ð3Þ

LSTM

in the G
is registered with the current
Each vertex vi A V
location estimation of the robot. A unique attribute of this graph is
that a new vertex is added each time the appearance based
information, i.e. the set of nodes in the LSTM, is not sufﬁcient to
provide the semantics of the explored environment. Particularly, a
robot operating in a large room might need to create more than
one vertex on the LSTM to outline the semantic attributes of this
place, due to the unevenness of the visual information within it.
Let us consider the case of a laboratory, with a lab bench and a
whiteboard in different spots. Although the two entities exhibit
great appearance dissimilarities, they both signify the same type of
place. Therefore, this knowledge should be stored within the
existing appearance based histograms of the LSTM. The main difference from the standard topological map described in Section 3.2
is that the LSTM is a sparse one, the sparsity of which refers to the
geometrical non-uniformity it retains. More precisely, whereas in
the topological map each node is added whenever the robot has
traveled a certain distance, in the LSTM a new vertex is added only
when the existing vertexes are insufﬁcient to comprehend the
explored area. Another point is that the lower the edge weights
eij A ELSTM the richer the content of the area in terms of appearance
and visual variation. Moreover, the nodes classiﬁed in the same
class according to Eq. (2), describe a speciﬁc area providing
semantic attributes in the LSTM. Fig. 5 illustrates a conceptual
example where the resulting LSTM is depicted against the topological map, during the robot's pass from a corridor to an elevator
area. Note that new vertices are added in the LSTM only when the
surroundings exhibit a signiﬁcant visual variation as compared to
ones in previous instances. Later, in Section 3.4 we will explain

In more detail, at each time t the histogram hSt is associated with a
with the respective proximity measures, as described
vertex vLSTM
it
in Section 3.3.1. Thus, given that the histograms hSt  1 ; hSt  2 ; …; hS1
LSTM
are in accordance with the vertices vLSTM
; vLSTM
, the tranit
it  1 ; …; vi1
LSTM
sition probability at vit , at time t solely depends upon the state
histogram hSt  1 is derived.
The transition probability matrix, in this paper called the temLSTM
LSTM
poral adjacency matrix (TAM), is T A R j V j j V j . This is a
dynamically expanded matrix that follows the Markov chain rule.
The latter is justiﬁed by the fact that (i) it continuously updates the
transition probabilities between the states over the robot's perambulation and (ii) it increases its dimensionality when a new
vertex is appended in the graph GLSTM. The aforementioned case
implies that if the examination of two successive histograms hSt  1
; hSt triggers the nodes vLSTM
and vLSTM
then, the respective trani
j
sition probability Tði; jÞ is updated. In the case where a new node
vLSTM
is appended to the graph GLSTM, matrix T expands its
j V LSTM j þ 1
LSTM

LSTM

dimensionality such as T A R j V j þ 1j V j þ 1 and initializes its
new elements. The semantic interpretation of this component can
be found in the state set Ω and the continuous update of the
transition probabilities. The Ω set consists of nodes, essential to
represent the traveled space of the robot in terms of visual
representation and semantic variability, as deﬁned in previous
sections. While the LSTM graph appends nodes based on the
appearance histograms, which directly affect Ω, the ﬁrst order
Markov matrix imprints the successive physical transitions
between places and quantiﬁes as probabilities the subsequent
position when the present one is given.

Fig. 5. An example of a LSTM against a topological map during the robot's transition from a corridor to an elevator area. Note that the LSTM is sparser than the topological
map, adding new vertices only when the new frame signiﬁcantly differs (in terms of the L2 norm of the stored appearance based histograms) from the existing ones. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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We need to note here, that contrary to the early work in
Rottmann et al. (2005), where transition among places are modeled by means of hidden Markov models, in the proposed work,
we introduced Markov chains into the topological map to further
exploit the resulting geometrical constrains of the environment. It
is to be shown in the next section that we take advantage of
properties of the graphs formed to distinguish among multiple
places with the same label, modeling thus the physical constraints
of the environment during the robot's travel.
3.4. Augmented navigation graph and place connectivity
In this section we demonstrate the capacity of the LSTM and
the ﬁrst order Markov model to conceptualize the perceived
environment as a novel abstract connectivity graph. This is ANG, a
weighted graph GANG ¼ ðV ANG ; EANG Þ enclosing spatial, temporal and
semantic attributes and being deﬁned here for the ﬁrst time. The
term augmented is justiﬁed by the nature of this graph, due to the
fact that vertices correspond to detected places enhanced with
labels that comply with the human understanding of the environment, while the edges model the transition probabilities – calculated during the robot's perambulation – between detected
places. This conceptualization facilitates high level navigation due
to the fact that the structural function of the explored environment is imprinted on the graph and can be made use of in a direct
way. For example, in Fig. 6(a), the robot explores an area which
consists of a corridor, a laboratory and a meeting room. In order to
go from the laboratory to the meeting room (either a robot or a
human) should pass through the corridor ﬁrst. This is a physical
constraint concerning connectivity between the two places and is
expressed as the transition probability in the ANG (Fig. 6(b)).
The ANG derives from the segmentation of the TAM, which at a
given time t encapsulates the respective number of the LSTM nodes,
i.e. j V LSTM j . However, these nodes are further accompanied with a
class label lC i ; i ¼ 1; 2; …; NC , where their number reveals the least
number of nodes in the ANG, that is, j V ANG j Z number of classes. The
aim of this procedure is to group together the labeled places exhibiting
access-time proximity, while at the same time it estimates the transition probability from one node vANG
A V ANG to the other according to
i
the physical arrangement of the nodes on the LSTM. Particularly, the
most recently formed TAM is partitioned into groups with the goal
being to divide the set of vertices on the LSTM into spatial and temporal coherent subgroups that correspond to different places. On the
one hand, the temporal vicinity according to which the places were
accessed is obtained by utilizing the sequential temporal transitions of
TAM. On the other hand, the spatial locality of the places is ensured
due to the fact that TAM is partitioned into speciﬁc groups by taking
into consideration the place tagging of the nodes. Each of the groups
formed contains LSTM vertices with identical labels, thus belonging to
the same place. The nodes that belong to the same group are most
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likely to exhibit both spatial and temporal adjacency, expressed by
both their geometrical arrangement on the LSTM and their aggregated
transitions on the TAM. The transition probability among different
places (groups of nodes) is estimated by computing the intersection of
the transitions between the vertices of different groups in the TAM,
that is:
P
P
i A lC i
j A lC i Tði; jÞ
ANG
P
P
eij ¼
ð4Þ
Tði; jÞ
A EANG is the edge connecting the vertex vANG
A V ANG :
where eANG
ij
i
vANG
c
¼ lC i to another one vANG
A V ANG : vANG
c
¼ lC j . It is worth noting
i
j
j
that each vertex in the graph consists solely of appearance based
histograms similarly classiﬁed by the SVM models and the weights in
the graph denote the transition probability between different groups.
The formation of the ANG is also performed upon user's request
indicating that even if the robot has not concluded the semantic
mapping of the entire environment, the metric, the topological, the
LSTM and the TAM are formed progressively over time and, hence, the
ANG can be recalled at any time abstracting sufﬁciently the environment explored so far.
An additional attribute of the ANG is that, during its formation, it
simultaneously allows handling more than one place of the same
type within the explored environment, as for instance the multiple
classrooms in a school building. The latter is achieved by constraining
the formation of the ANG to the currently estimated location of the
robot. For every node in the ANG graph, the ones corresponding in
the LSTM graph are located. A new geometrical graph edG(edV,ed E) is
then formed, with its weights being the respective Euclidean distances (denoted by ed throughout this paper):
A V ANG ⟹

ð5Þ

vLSTM
D V LSTM
j

ð6Þ



E : ed eij ¼ L2 vLSTM
; vLSTM
i
j

ð7Þ

8 vANG
i
ed

ed

V :

Thus, the detection of multiple places e.g. “ofﬁce1” and
“ofﬁce2”, that bear the same label is accomplished by applying the
minimal spanning tree (MST) algorithm (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2008) to the nodes of LSTM. In particular, the MST is
applied to the coordinates of the nodes being grouped together
during the partitioning of the TAM. The resulting edges connect all
vertices according to their minimum Euclidean distance. For cases
where an edge holds a value greater than an adaptive threshold
Ted, the corresponding group is partitioned and this procedure
repeats until no in-between edge is greater than the threshold.
The distribution of the intra-node distances is computed and the
outliers determine the value of the threshold. The latter implies
that if an edge of the MST corresponding to a ed G graph results
with a value greater that Ted, then a graph cut takes place by

Fig. 6. (a) The top-down projection of a structured environment that comprises a laboratory, a meeting room and a corridor. (b) The ANG of the perceived environment. Note
that in the ANG the transition probability among laboratory–corridor and meeting room–corridor is increased revealing the physical connectivity that exists between these
two places. However, the direct connection between the laboratory and the meeting room has zero transition probability due to the interfering wall.
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removing the corresponding edge. The latter leads to two subgraphs, namely ed G1 ðed V 1 ; ed E1 Þ and ed G2 ed V 2 ; ed E2 Þ, where
ed

V 2 ¼ ed V  ed V 1 . The utilization of the MST ensures the detection
of similar places according to the low level geometrical adjacency,
while it simultaneously retains the formation of the ANG in case
the robot visits the same place more than once. Note that in the
example presented in Fig. 5, the blue line indicates the MST among
the retained vertices in the LSTM.

4. Robot navigation based on semantic maps
The proposed navigation framework aspires to consolidate the
low level local navigation strategies into a high level navigation
framework perceivable by humans. This is considered the major
novelty of this work, i.e. the construction of a semantic map that
preserves both geometrical and semantic attributes, understandable by robots, thus enabling them to perform navigation
tasks in a human-like manner. The ANG provides the means to the
user to directly pass high level orders to the robot, in order to
initiate locomotion. Since the proposed method is an on-line one,
the user is able to intervene at any given moment and issue a go-to
command to the robot, regarding places included already on the
semantic map. Following the architecture described in Fig. 1 the
robot makes use of the semantic map to navigate in the explored
environment. Thus, during the navigation, the semantic map is
accessed hierarchically, in a top-down fashion, directing the robot
from a global to a local goal.
4.1. Probabilistic place transitioning
The user can only interact with the ANG, since the topological
map and the LSTM retain low level information, that is comprehensible only to the robot. The user is constantly aware about the
current location of the robot, and can redirect it to any other
mapped place by passing speciﬁc go-to commands. After receiving
a speciﬁc command, the robot checks with the ANG to ﬁnd the
possible pathways between its current target places. The fact that
the ANG retains information on place connectivities enables the
robot to plan and execute a conceptual route. Considering the
example presented in Fig. 6(b) the robot is unable to move from
the “laboratory” to the “meeting room”, unless it ﬁrstly passes
through the “corridor”. This high level graph traversing is
accomplished using the Dijkstra algorithm (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2008), where the corresponding weights in the ANG are
expressed as the inverse transition probabilities. More precisely,
the graph on which the lightest path is calculated, is the
0
0
0
0
0
0
GANG ¼ ð V ANG ; EANG Þ, where V ANG ¼ V ANG and 8 eANG
A EANG ¼
ij
1
; eANG
A EANG .
ij
eANG
ij

This phase imposes the sequence of places the

robot has to pass in order to reach the target goal. Given the
detected nodes that were triggered on the ANG during this phase,
only the respective vertices in the LSTM are retained after the
ANG
; vANG
selection of the target goal. Let vANG
i
i þ 1 , vi þ 2 be the triggered
nodes of the GANG, where each one corresponds to a subset of
LSTM
LSTM
; V LSTM
. These sets are
nodes in the GLSTM, i.e. V LSTM
i
iþ1 ; Viþ2  V
ed temp
utilized to form a temporary graph G
¼ ðed V temp ; ed Etemp Þ; ed V
lstm
temp
¼ V lstm
[ V lstm
: ed eij ¼ L2 ðvtemp
; vtemp
Þ. Therei
i þ 1 [ V i þ 2 and ed E
i
j
fore, for the concatenated nodes of ed Gtemp corresponding to the
sequences of places that the robot has to pass through, the MST is
computed. Having in mind that the MST is typically applied on
nodes registered with the robot's localization, the minimum cost
path that – in geometrical terms – connects the corresponding
places is calculated. The formation of such a constrained path
is physically explained taking into consideration that the

corresponding sequence of places is indeed a feasible route connecting the current and the selected place.
Even though an in-depth consideration of the HRI is out of the
scope of this work, as mentioned before, for the sake of completeness a GUI has been developed, retaining information on
detected places within the semantic map, as well as the ANG in its
current form. As a result, the GUI can graphically illustrate conductivities of existing places and conceptually reports the current
location of the robot, in order that the user can select a target place
through the appropriate button. Since the GUI is directly updated
from the robot's observations, it is a dynamically expanded interface, which automatically adds new nodes to the ANG, as well as
the respective buttons when new places are detected. A depiction
of the GUI is provided in Fig. 7, summarizing the available information during the robot's itinerary. More precisely, Fig. 7
(a) depicts the explored environment which consists of ﬁve
detected places, viz. “printer area1”, “corridor2”, “laboratory3”,
“bathroom4” and “corridor5”, with subscripts indicating the order
in which places have been detected. Note that, even if the robot
operates in the same area, the system has detected two different
corridors e.g. “corridor2” and “corridor5”. This can be justiﬁed
considering that, nodes already retained and describing different
spots in the same corridor are separated by noticeable distance in
terms of the robot's localization and, thus, the MST criterion has
been triggered to differentiate these places as “corridor2” and
“corridor5”. However, the transitions between the two types of
places are increased indicating physical connection between them.
In Fig. 7(b) the next phase is presented, where the user has
selected the “laboratory3” to be the target place (given that the
current one is the “printer area1”, see Fig. 7)(a). The Dijkstra
algorithm is applied on the ANG, where only the vertices linking
the current and the target place are retained, i.e. “corridor2” and
“laboratory3”. That is, in order to move from the printer area to the
laboratory, the robot has ﬁrst to pass through the corridor.
Moreover, in the LSTM only the respective nodes that bear the
speciﬁc semantic attributes have been preserved, while the corresponding MST paths among those nodes have been concatenated, planning a physical route between the two places.
4.2. Global and local navigation through topometric maps
The sequence of nodes in the LSTM corresponding to an estimated physical route operates here as a global path planner.
Besides, the local navigation strategy is carried out via the point
clouds retained in the nodes of the topological map. For storage
economy reasons, points beyond the robot's height have been
truncated in the preserved point clouds. Subsequently, a recall
mechanism that connects the LSTM and the topological map was
developed. More speciﬁcally, the topological map and the LSTM
are made to share the same semantic information, i.e. each node in
the topological map is accompanied by a respective place label,
identical to the label of the nodes in the LSTM (see Fig. 5). The
latter is achieved owing to the fact that the topological map and
the LSTM are evolved simultaneously over time, along the course
of the robot. Accordingly, when the user enquires about the physical route between two places, the groups of vertices on the LSTM
are concatenated with the respective vertices in the topological
map also triggered. Furthermore, during this procedure, vertices
that possess the same label and correspond to a similarly identiﬁed place such as “corridor2” and “corridor5” (example in Fig. 7(a))
are also triggered. However, these nodes of “corridor5” are not
included in the planned physical route (example in Fig. 7(b)) and,
therefore, they should be omitted. In order to succeed with this, a
simple geometrical thresholding step is applied between the
concatenated MST routes and the nodes in the LSTM that describe
the respective places “corridor2” and “corridor5”.
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Fig. 7. (a) The GUI containing all the information the user needs to know in order to conceptually redirect to robot from the one place to the other. It comprises annotation
about the current location of the robot (see upper left hand corner) in terms of human concepts, the formed ANG and the evolved LSTM superimposed on a metric map. (b) A
state of the GUI after the user has selected to redirect the robot into a speciﬁc place. The ANG has changed according to the output of the Dijkstra algorithm and the LSTM has
been reformed according the conceptual (place label) and the geometrical (MST) constraints.

During robot's local navigation planning, i.e. when a local map
is being built about a particular node, a set of nodes is sought on
the topological map close to the node the robot stands. A local
map around the robot is then built and the truncated point clouds
of these nodes are recalled. At this point it should be mentioned
that the stored point clouds retain their transformation with
respect to the global coordinate system and, therefore, no additional registration step is required upon their recall. In the next
step, RANSAC is used to detect and remove the ﬂoor plane. All the
remaining points are top-down projected and an aggregation step
is performed considering a 2D occupation grid of 0.25 m resolution. According to the number scored in the aggregation step, the
cells are characterized either “free” or “occupied” (Fig. 8). Mobile
robot navigation based on occupancy grids is remains a widely
used approach (Maohai et al., 2013). The adopted solution to track
the position of the robot in the 2D occupancy grid is the one
described in Dayoub et al. (2013), which is considered suitable for
robot localization utilizing topometric maps.

4.3. Implementation details
To achieve high level navigation through semantic mapping,
described in this work, there are some implementation details that
need to be addressed. More precisely, when the robot is prompted
from one site to another, it ﬁrstly has to exactly locate itself within
the metric map. Concerning the semantic part, a frame is acquired,
converted into an appearance based histogram and the SVM infers
about the label of the place. In case that the robot stands in a place
with multiple equivalent tagging, e.g. “ofﬁce1”, “ofﬁce2”, then an
additional check is carried out to determine the exact place of the
robot. To achieve this, we compute the L2 norms between the
currently computed appearance based histogram and each of the
embedded ones within the LSTM nodes. The calculated distances
are accumulated and the ﬁnal selection is performed according to
the minimum aggregated distance of the respective group of
nodes (note that each group of nodes is a labeled place in the
semantic map as described in Section 4.1). Although the robot has
semantically determined its location on the map, its absolute pose
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Fig. 8. A node on the topometric map surrounded by the 3D point clouds recalled, which are then converted into 2D occupancy grids – presented here in gray – for the local
robot navigation. On top of the occupancy grid the respective 3D point cloud is superimposed. The texture on the point clouds serves for illustration purposes only.

still needs to be determined. Up to this point, only a rough estimation about the spot the robot might be located in has been
carried out. In the next step, the respective nodes in the topological graph are triggered and the retained point clouds are recalled. By applying an ICP step between the currently acquired point
cloud and the recalled ones, the robot's pose is accurately determined within the global coordinate system of the metric map.
Hence, the starting location of the robot has been determined. In
order to deﬁne the target location the robot should reach, the
nodes of the LSTM are activated and the ﬁrst node of the group
selected. The ANG then operates as a conceptual global path
planner, the starting and ending position of which are determined
by utilizing the topometric map and the LSTM, as described in
Section 3.4.

Table 1
The averaged classiﬁcation accuracy for the fused datasets including all the existed
classes in the COLD Ljubljana sub-dataset for the various illumination conditions.
The evaluation procedure comprises a 10-fold cross validation routine considering
also the search for the optimal parameters in each case. The respective standard
deviations for the 10-fold cross validation procedure are also presented.
Metric results

Method in Pronobis Method in ProProposed
and Caputo (2007) nobis et al. (2006) method

Averaged accuracy
(%)
Standard deviation
(%)

85.45

90.34

96.62

74.24

73.16

7 3.02

5. Experiments
Within this work, we evaluated the proposed algorithm both
on pre-recorded data and on live trials with real robot. Given the
necessity to prove the generalization capabilities of the place
memorization algorithm, the selection of a dataset with similar
place categories to those that the real robot would operate was
mandatory. Therefore we have selected the COLD dataset which is
a large collection of instances acquired in different universities,
namely Freiburg, Ljubljana and Saarbrucken and is extensively
described in Ullah et al. (2008). The next dataset on which our
algorithm has been evaluated is the Cognitive Navigation one, a
detailed description of which could be found in Kostavelis and
Gasteratos (2013).
Place classiﬁcation: In this section we evaluated the classiﬁcation capabilities of the proposed off-line place memorization
module, by comparing the algorithm with other state of the art
solutions. For the comparison, we used the Composed Receptive
Field Histograms (CRFHs) introduced in Linde and Lindeberg
(2004) and utilized then by Pronobis et al. (2006) for place classiﬁcation, and the local SIFT features combined with SVM
employed in Pronobis and Caputo (2007) also for place recognition. Both methods have been implemented and tested on the
Ljubljana section of the COLD dataset. The results are summarized
and averaged over the various illumination conditions in Table 1,
while the performance of the proposed place recognition algorithm used in this work is also shown. It is apparent that the
utilized algorithm outperforms the rest of the methods proving
that the appearance based histograms retain signiﬁcant discriminative capabilities with great conﬁdence interval under various illumination conditions.

Fig. 9. The confusion matrix for the evaluation of (a) the place categorization
algorithm on the Part A and (b) the Part B of the Cognitive Navigation dataset. The
exhibited results are averaged via a 10-fold cross validation and the optimal
parameter C that penalizes the large errors was found to be equal to 100.

It is essential to evaluate the place recognition algorithm on
both known and unknown places. We retained the formulated
visual vocabulary and the SVM models formulated on the Ljubljana dataset and we evaluated the categorization accuracy on both
Part A (natural illumination conditions) and Part B (artiﬁcial illumination condition) of the Cognitive Navigation data, the
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Table 2
Conceptual summarization of various semantic mapping approaches.
Examined method

Metric map

Topological map

Pronobis et al. (2006)
Martinez Mozos et al. (2007)
Pronobis et al. (2010b)
Krishnan and Krishna (2010)
Blodow et al. (2011)
Case et al. (2011)
Pronobis and Jensfelt (2012)
Kostavelis and Gasteratos (2013)
This work

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Place recognition

Temporal coherency

✓
✓

Space segmentation

Navigation facilitation

HRI

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Fig. 10. (a) The ANG and the respective LSTM during the robots exploration in the large sequence Sunny1 of the COLD dataset. The existing places are a “printer area”, a
“kitchen”, a “laboratory”, a “corridor”, an “ofﬁce” and a “bathroom”. Examples of go-to actions (b) from the “printer area to the “bathroom” and (c) from the “ofﬁce to the
“bathroom”.
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Fig. 11. The GUI which is available for the user after the robot has explored the entire environment. The ANG comprises all the detected places accompanied by the
respective edges, which capture the transition probabilities among the detected places indicating their physical connection. The LSTM nodes are fully expanded and
superimposed on the metric map of the explored environment. These nodes are connected with the MST revealing the minimum cost distance for the robot to transfer from
the ﬁrst to the last added node in the LSTM.

confusion matrices of which are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b),
respectively. It is exhibited that the appearance based histograms
provide substantial generalization capabilities to our system and
are capable to precisely deduce the type of a place, even in cases of
no visual remembrances on speciﬁc scene.
Semantic mapping: According to the literature survey conducted in Section 2 the semantic mapping methods are typically
complex and modular frameworks, thus a direct comparison
between these methods is not easy mainly due to the fact that
each method employs diverse modules to solve the same issue e.g.
SLAM, or place recognition. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge there is not a common evaluation method for the semantic
mapping algorithms. However, a direct qualitative comparison of
our semantic mapping method with other contemporary approaches, reveals that the suggested one exhibits extra capabilities as
summarized in Table 2. Speciﬁcally, in their majority semantic
mapping methods retain metric mapping, place recognition and
topological maps however, concepts such as space segmentation
and temporal coherency are rarely met (Kostavelis and Gasteratos,
2015). The experimental evaluation of the suggested semantic
mapping framework has been assessed on the Ljubljana subdataset as shown in Fig. 10(a) and comprises six place categories.
The LSTM has been correctly formed by detecting precisely all the
existing places observed during the robot's exploration. One
attribute that is spotted in this ﬁgure is that the places labeled as
“corridor” have been sufﬁciently memorized and the LSTM will not
create additional nodes until the appearance based histograms
differentiate signiﬁcantly. Another attribute also highlighted here
is that the “corridor” is split into two different places according to
the MST partitioning of the LSTM. The spatial connectivity in all
cases is correctly formed indicating the precise formation of the
groups in LSTM, given their geometrical attributes. Regarding the
respective ANGs of the places visited, these have also been correctly evolved during the robot's exploration. The edges with zero
transition probability are omitted, indicating thus the absence of
direct connections among non-adjacent places. As an example,
traversing from the “printer area” to the “bathroom” is physically

impossible and the robot has to pass through the “corridor2” and
“corridor5”, thus optimizing its route towards its target by
including only the essential, known places, as depicted in Fig. 10
(b) and (c). This is an important attribute of the proposed method
since the robot is able to use optimal shortcuts so as to reach its
target location without roving about.
Robot navigation: After concluding the construction of the
semantic map the robot navigation module has also been evaluated. The ability of the system to correctly build the ANG and the
LSTM has been discussed in the previous section; here we evaluate
the entire framework, i.e. the capacity of a robot to receive and
execute go-to commands given the semantic map. Initially, the
robot was manually guided through the environment under
exploration and the metric and topological maps were evolved
progressively. Simultaneously, the SVM models (trained on the
Ljubljana data) were queried at each frame and produced semantic
inferences for the visited places. During the robot's travel, the
LSTM and the ANG are constructed covering a 70 m route with
different places, namely “elevator area”, “corridor”, “laboratory”,
“two-persons ofﬁce” and a “bathroom”. The semantic map is
constructed, as depicted in Fig. 11, where the GUI is illustrated
containing information on places recognized in the environment,
as well as the ANG and the LSTM superimposed over the metric
map. By observing the ANG, it is clearly shown that the algorithm
has detected all existing places, annotating them suitable with the
respective label. Given the fact that the corridor is a repetitive
pattern, the LSTM adds very sparse nodes indicating that the robot
explores the same area along many frames. In some cases, where
this pattern alters, additional nodes with the same label, e.g.
“corridor2” and “corridor6, are created in the LSTM. The increased
transition probability expressed as an edge in the ANG indicates a
massive physical connection among “corridor2” and “corridor6”.
Moreover, the present location of the robot is also demonstrated
on the GUI, which in the case of Fig. 11. By utilizing the buttons in
the left hand side of the GUI, the user may order the robot to
navigate towards any of the detected places.
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Fig. 12. (a) The GUI exhibiting the ANG as evolved following the user's request; it conceptually identiﬁes the places the robot has to traverse in order to go from the elevator
area to the bathroom. (b) The resulting occupancy grid with a fraction of 3D point clouds superimposed on it, along the robot's local navigation from one place to the other.

In order to prove the navigation capacities of the proposed
method we have examined a representative navigation scenario. It
comprises the navigation from the “elevator area1” to the
“bathroom5”. After the selection of the target location button in
the GUI, the respective labeled nodes on the LSTM are activated
and at the same time the robot progressively recalls the appropriate nodes on the topological map. Hence, in course of the
robot's navigation its two nearest consecutive nodes of the topometric map are examined, by means of their associated point
clouds. The target location is considered to be the ﬁrst detected
node of the group of LSTM vertices corresponding to the selected
target place. The resulting forward path, as calculated from the
Dijkstra algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 12(a). In this ﬁgure the
triggered nodes on the LSTM are also highlighted and superimposed on the metric map. During the robot's navigation from
one place to another, the nodes in the topological map that bear
the respective semantic label are triggered, so that the temporary
2D occupancy grid to be formed. The result of this procedure is

exhibited in Fig. 12(b) where the recalled metric map is sufﬁciently
utilized by the robot to reach the target location. Note that in these
scenarios the robot took the shortcuts thus avoiding the pass from
unnecessary locations. Note that once the robot has reached its
target location the ANG switches on the initial state.

6. Discussion
In this paper an integrated framework that seamlessly brings
together a semantic mapping method with a robot navigation
strategy has been presented. The ultimate aim of the proposed
work is to bridge the gap between robot navigation and human
cognizance through a progressive mapping methodology, which
draws semantic inferences about the robot's surroundings based
solely on geometrical representations and on a memorized visual
vocabulary. To achieve this goal, we aimed for a stacked map
hierarchy of four different kind of maps, namely a metric, a
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topological, a labeled sparse topological and an augmented navigation one. The proposed method involves the construction of a
dense 3D map, organized in a hierarchical manner in terms of a
topological and a labeled sparse topological map. Consequently,
during navigation the robot recalls in a recursive manner the
memorized nodes, which are registered with point clouds of high
density and performs the navigation task safely and with low
computational burden. An additional advantage of our work is that
it facilitates the unsupervised partitioning of the explored environment into labeled places.
One might wonder whether it is necessary to utilize so many
maps for the implementation of the navigation task, yet indeed
each of the distinctive representations fulﬁlls a separate unique
purpose. More precisely, the topometric (metric and topological)
one preserves the geometrical information of the environment in
terms of point clouds registered in a graph of nodes, facilitating
thus the robot navigation in a global coordinate system. The LSTM
establishes the spatiotemporal coherence by associating the
respective nodes in the topometric maps via place labels and
geometrical transformations, enabling bidirectional exchange of
information among the conceptual and metric maps. Taking
advantage of this spatiotemporal coherence the ANG encloses the
semantic attributes of the detected places as well as their connectivity relationships, expressed in terms of their transition
probability. Thus, the high level semantic information is amalgamated with the low level geometrical one along the robot's perambulation. Consequently, the proposed ANG reveals qualitative
navigation characteristics similar to the ones apprehended by a
user, whilst preserving also tokens of quantitative ones, in terms of
traversability quantiﬁcation among places. To this end, the ANG
can be further exploited by the user to issue high level commands
to the robot directly. Execution of such orders is performed hierarchically, ﬁrstly by planning an abstract route and secondly by
triggering the appropriate sequence of nodes in the LSTM. Subsequently, the respective nodes in the topometric map are recalled
by the robot to perform local navigation routines, so as to reach
the target location.
At this point it should be mentioned that the proposed method
assumes static environments during both the formation of the
semantic map and robot navigation. However, the goal of this
work is to establish a method for robot navigation within an
explored environment in terms of human concepts. Finally, the
proposed method has been thoroughly examined on long range
indoor datasets involving multiple scenarios on semantic maps
creation and robot navigation through them. The overall system,
built upon our previous work for topometric mapping and place
recognition, has been shown to yield remarkable performance in
terms of semantic mapping and navigation within the explored
environment. In our future work we intend to integrate more
semantic information considering also object recognition and
tracking capabilities. This will assist both the accuracy of the robot
localization, while the constructed semantic map will be more
explicit by adding in the ANG further details. Another functional
component that can be built upon this work is the dynamic update
of the semantic and metric map with the aim to take into consideration changes in the explored environment. Moreover, in
order to enhance the domestic behavior of the robot, human
tracking and action recognition capacities can be added to our
system. Thus, exploiting the already existing temporal proximity
mechanism, a social map can be constructed on top of the
semantic one, bringing our system even closer to actual and
operation human robot interaction.
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